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QUASH* Acoustics Mechanisms Introduction 
Sound Absorption vs. Sound Transmission Loss. 
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Sound Absorption: 
A sound absorber is designed to soften and deaden sound within a room and to eliminate the 
reverberation of sound in enclosed volumes. 
Performance: a few decibels. 
 
Sound Transmission Loss (or Sound Insulation):  
A sound barrier is designed to stop sound from travelling from one room to the another. This 
performance is expressed as the “Sound Transmission Loss”. The higher the value in decibel, the better 
the barrier. 
Performance: frequently from 20 to 50 dB. Depends on the system. 
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A) Sound Absorption Performance 
 
The fact that a large-celled, closed-cell polyolefin foam can absorb sound well is a 
breakthrough discovery. Sound absorption by QUASH Sound Management Foams is 
a complete contradiction to the conventional wisdom in the acoustics industry, and 
represents a true paradigm shift for the acoustic materials industry. 
 
 
 
Conventional Mechanism… 
 

 
 

The conventional view of acoustically active sound absorbing materials holds in fact 
that only open-celled materials or fiber-based materials can absorb sound effectively 
and that closed-cell materials do not absorb significant amounts of sound.  The view 
holds that sound absorbing materials absorb sound via a porous absorption 
mechanism.   
 
This mechanism for “classical materials” can be explained as follows: The incident 
sound wave to the surface of the absorptive materials surface propagates into the 
pores of the material thereby setting the air molecules in the pores in oscillatory 
motion.  The motion of air molecules against the solid surfaces causes frictional losses 
of the acoustical energy into heat.  According to the conventional view, a closed-cell 
foam would not absorb sound well.  This conventional view is explained into more 
details in the following common acoustical references (see references 1 and 2). 
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The revolutionary QUASH mechanism… 
 

 
 

In stark contrast to this conventional view, closed-cell QUASH products have been 
shown to absorb sound well. The innovation is based on the discovery that a closed-
cell foam with large cells absorbs sound through a membrane mechanism. The 
incident sound wave causes vibration of the surface cell walls that, in turn, induces 
vibration of the internal cell walls, successively. The acoustical energy dissipates into 
heat by the motion of air molecules in the cavities as well as in the strained solid 
matrix. While QUASH products primarily rely on the membrane mechanism for sound 
absorption, the holes perforated therein additionally contribute to sound absorption 
(see drawing below). The exploitation of the dual absorption mechanisms is truly an 
innovation for this novel acoustical foam material.  

• Energy dissipation by membrane
modes (Loss factor)

• Air cavity effect (Thermo-viscous
boundary layers – Complex wave
number)

• Viscous loss through perforation
(Flow resistance)

Sound Energy Loss from…
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It provides therefore solutions to two classic problems faced by conventional acoustic 
materials: 
 
(1) QUASH products, in thin thicknesses, have good sound absorption in low to 
medium frequencies (< 2000 Hz).   These are the frequencies of most interest in many 
industrial applications and are the most difficult frequencies for conventional materials 
to absorb or block.  Sound waves get longer as the frequency of sound decreases, 
which requires a thicker sound absorption material to effectively absorb the sound 
waves.  This can quickly require the use of a typical sound absorbing foam that is 
unreasonably thick. 
 
(2) Because QUASH foam products are made from polyolefins and have closed cells, 
they absorb negligible amounts of water.  QUASH products retain acoustical 
performance as well as structural integrity in high humidity, high temperature 
applications.  By contrast, under these same environmental conditions, conventional 
materials like fibers, PU foams, and melamine formaldehyde foams lose acoustical 
performance and structural integrity. 
 
As a final result, when compared with classic porous or open cell materials, QUASH 
can generally perform better at lower frequencies (using the same material thickness).  
As a result,  in real life applications, QUASH Sound Management Foams will give a 
higher decibel reduction for a same material thickness at low frequencies.  Or, 
alternatively, QUASH can provide a significant material thickness reduction for the 
same targeted performance. 
 

Sound Absorption by QUASH* vs. other materials 
Thickness: 30 mm
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Per ASTM E 1050 / ISO 10354-2. PU: Polyurethane, SR: Semi-Rigid, HR: high Resilient, M/F: 
Melamine-Formaldehyde. Woven Polyester facing used for water barrier. 
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B) Sound Transmission Loss Performance 
 

 
QUASH Sound Management Foams also perform well as lightweight sound barriers.  
QUASH foams have a much higher sound transmission loss performance to weight 
ratio than typical porous or fibrous sound absorbers. 

 
 

Sound Transmission Loss of 
QUASH* Sound Management Foam
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*Tr ademar k-The Dow Chemical  Company

Rw: 16 dB

 
Per DIN 52210 by BIA Institute, Germany. Sound Transmission Loss Performance of QUASH, 60 mm 
as extruded. Rw: 16 dB. 
 
 
The very substantially closed-cell nature also makes QUASH products a good sound 
insulation material.  Unlike a porous material through which sound waves readily pass 
through, the closed cells of QUASH products act as a barrier to sound transmission.  
In a sense, QUASH products have built in barrier layers with the cell wall membranes. 
A porous material requires a facer or facers to be effective in transmission loss. 
 
The mass law describes how a single non-porous layer of material should perform as 
a sound barrier.  While fibrous materials fall far short of the mass law due to their 
porosity, Quash foams perform much closer to the mass law equation at a surface 
density of 1.9 kg/m2 (0.39 lbs./ft2).  This means that theoretically, QUASH performs 
within 4 dB of plywood with a similar surface density. 
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In real life applications, a heavy barrier is also very often used with porous material to 
get a certain mass effect and therefore achieve a reasonable transmission loss 
performance. 
 
A barrier layer attached to a QUASH product can be helpful but is not always 
necessary as it depends on desired performance. 
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